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The kinetics of the O+ HCNO reaction were investigated by a relative rate technique using infrared diode
laser absorption spectroscopy. Laser photolysis (355 nm) of NO2 was used to produce O atoms, followed by
O atom reactions with CS2, NO2, and HCNO, and infrared detection of OCS product from the O+ CS2

reaction. Analysis of the experiment data yields a rate constant ofk1) (9.84( 3.52)× 10-12 exp[(-195 (
120)/T)] (cm3 molecule-1 s-1) over the temperature range 298-375 K, with a value ofk1 ) (5.32( 0.40)×
10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 at 298 K. Infrared detection of product species indicates that CO producing channels,
probably CO+ NO + H, dominate the reaction.

1. Introduction

Fulminic acid, HCNO, is an important intermediate in NO-
reburning process for reduction of NOx pollutants from fossil-
fuel combustion emission.1 HCNO is formed in combustion
primarily by the CH2 + NO2-5 and HCCO+ NO6-10 reactions.

The chemistry of HCNO is therefore of great interest in the
overall NO-reburning mechanism. In our laboratory, we have
recently reported studies of the kinetics of the OH+ HCNO,
CN + HCNO, and NCO+ HCNO reactions.11-13 The experi-
mental results show that they are all fast reactions with CO+
H2NO, NO+ HCCN, and CO+ NO +HCN as primary product
channels, respectively. In this paper we present a kinetic study
of the reaction of HCNO with O(3P) atoms. The reaction has
numerous thermodynamically possible product channels:

Thermochemical information at 298 K has been obtained from
standard tables14 as well as other references for the heats of
formation of HCNO and NCO.15

2. Experimental Section

Infrared diode laser absorption spectroscopy was used to
measure the rate constant of the title reaction by a relative rate

technique. O(3P) atoms were produced by 355 nm laser
photolysis of NO2:

In the presence of NO2, HCNO, CS2, and SF6 buffer gas, the
following reactions consume O(3P):

Among the various products in the above reactions, we chose
to measure the yield of OCS (from reaction 3b) as a function
of HCNO concentration.

The yields of OCS as well as several products of the title
reaction were measured by infrared laser absorption spectros-
copy using lead salt diode lasers (Laser Components), as
described in previous publications.11,12,16,17IR and UV light were
made collinear (6 mm beam diameter) and passed through a
single-pass 143 cm absorption cell, the infrared light was
detected by a 1 mm diameter InSb detector (Cincinnati
Electronics,∼1 µs response time), and the resulting signal was
recorded on a digital oscilloscope. Typically, only 1-2 laser
shots per signal were used to eliminate errors due to depletion
of the photolysis precursor or buildup of reaction products.

The HITRAN molecular database18 was used to locate and
identify the spectral lines of CO, N2O, and CO2 product
molecules. Other published spectral data were used to locate
and identify OCS,19 HNO,20 and HCNO21 lines. The used
absorption lines of these products were noted in Table 1. The
absorption lines chosen are generally near the peak of the
rotational Boltzmann distribution, minimizing sensitivity to small
heating effects. Off-resonant signals were found to be negligible
in these experiments.

HCNO samples were synthesized as previously described22-24

by vacuum pyrolysis of 3-phenyl-4-oximino-isoxazol-5(4H)-
one. The purity of the HCNO samples was characterized by
FT-IR spectroscopy and was typically 95% pure or better, with
only small HNCO and CO2 impurities detected. Because HCNO* Corresponding author. E-mail: john.hershberger@ndsu.edu.

O + HCNO f HCN + O2

∆H0
298 ) -285.3 kJ/mol (1a)

f (NCO) + OH

∆H0
298 ) -249.6 kJ/mol (1b)

f HCO + NO
∆H0

298 ) -286.6 kJ/mol (1c)

f CO + HNO
∆H0

298 ) -431.4 kJ/mol (1d)

f CO2 + NH

∆H0
298 ) -437.4 kJ/mol (1e)

f CO + NO + H
∆H0

298 ) -222.7 kJ/mol (1f)

NO2 + hν (355 nm)f NO + O(3P) (2)

O + HCNO f products (1)

O + CS2 f CS+ SO (3a)

f OCS+ S (3b)

O + NO2 f NO + O2 (4)
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has poor long-term stability, samples were kept at 77 K except
when filling the reaction cell. In an earlier study,11 the thermal
decomposition of HCNO in our cell was studied in detail. In
general, HCNO could be allowed to stand at room temperature
for ∼5 min (enough for gas mixing and data collection) in our
Pyrex absorption cell with minimal (∼5%) decomposition. This
was verified to be the case even with NO2 and CS2 present,
indicating that no fast dark reactions were taking place. At the
highest temperature used (375 K), the decomposition rate
increased to about 10% over∼5 min. Experiments were limited
to this narrow temperature range because the decomposition rate
becomes unacceptable at higher temperatures.

CS2 (AlfaAesar), SF6, and CF4 (Matheson) and were purified
by repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles at 77 K. SF6 and CF4
were further purified by passing through a glass column filled
with Ascarite II. NO2 (Matheson) was purified by repeated
freeze-pump-thaw cycles at 200 K.

Typical experimental conditions wereP(NO2) ) 0.05 Torr,
P(CS2) ) 0.20 Torr,P(HCNO) ) 0.5 Torr,P(SF6) or P(CF4)
) 3.00 Torr, and Nd: Yag laser pulse energies of 3 mJ (fluence
of ∼11 mJ/cm2). CF4 buffer gas was used for CO detection,
and SF6 buffer gas was used for detection of all other product
molecules. The choice of buffer gas was motivated by the desire
to relax any nascent vibrationally excited product molecules to
a Boltzmann distribution.16,17

3. Results

3.1. Rate Constant. Figure 1 shows transient infrared
absorption signals for OCS product molecules detected upon
355 nm laser photolysis of NO2 (0.05 Torr)/CS2 (0.20 Torr)/
HCNO (variable pressures)/SF6 (3.0 Torr) mixtures. The signals
displayed a relatively fast (∼70 µs) rise, followed by a slow
decay. The rise is attributed to formation of OCS molecules by
reaction 3b, whereas the decay is due to diffusion of OCS out
of the probed volume. We note that the rise time of product
molecule transient signals in these experiments is typically
longer than expected on the basis of reaction kinetics alone.
This is due to the likely formation of a vibrationally hot nascent
distribution of molecules, which then take time (typically∼50-
100 µs) to relax to the probed vibrational ground state. Our
choice of buffer gas is designed to promote this vibrational
relaxation.

As shown, the peak-peak amplitude of the observed OCS
signals decreas with increased [HCNO], an effect attributed to
the competition between reactions 1, 3, and 4 for oxygen atoms.
The transient signals were converted to absolute [OCS] con-
centrations using tabulated HITRAN line strengths18 as described
previously,17 by fitting the slow diffusional decay part of the
signal to a linear or exponential function and extrapolating tot
) 0. This extrapolation resulted in a typically∼3-10%
correction relative to the peak-peak amplitudes. The OCS
concentration data were then analyzed using reactions 1-4, as
follows:

OCS was produced with a rate of

where [O] is given by

which is obtained by the integration of

As a result

TABLE 1: Absorption Lines Used to Probe Various Product
Molecules

molecule absorption line line strength

OCS (0001) r (0000) R (24) at 2071.551 cm-1 1.08× 10-18

CO (V ) 1 r V ) 0) P (10) at 2103.27 cm-1 3.38× 10-19

CO2 (0001) r (0000) P (32) at 2321.134 cm-1 1.50× 10-18

N2O (0001)r (0000) P (23) at 2202.744 cm-1 7.54× 10-19

HNO (100)r (000) P (6) at 2667.785 cm-1

Figure 1. 1. Transient infrared absorption signal of OCS. Reaction
conditions: P(NO2) ) 0.05 Torr,P(CS2) ) 0.20 Torr,P(SF6) ) 3.0
Torr, P(HCNO) ) 0.0 Torr (trace a), 0.15 Torr (trace b), and 0.31
Torr (trace c).T ) 298 K.

d[OCS]
dt

) k3b[O][CS2] (5)

[O] ) [O]0 exp{(-k1[HCNO] - k3[CS2] - k4[NO2])t} (6)

d[O]
dt

) -k1[HCNO] - k3[CS2] - k4[NO2] (7)

d[OCS]
dt

) k3b[O]0[CS2] exp[(-k1[HCNO] -

k3[CS2] - k4[NO2])t] (8)
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Integration of eq 8 gives

At t ) ∞,

Equation 10 can be transformed to

Equation 11 shows that [OCS]∞
-1 is a linear function of

[HCNO] with a slope of

and an intercept of

Consequently, we can obtaink1 from eqs 12 and 13:

The slope and intercept can be obtained from the plot of
[OCS]∞-1 as the function of HCNO. Two different kinetic data
compilations are in close agreement on the values ofk3 and
k4.25,26 We usek3 ) 3.3 × 10-11 exp[(-650 ( 100)/T] (cm3

molecule-1 s-1) andk4 ) 5.5× 10-12 exp[(188( 81)/T] (cm3

molecule-1 s-1).25

Figure 2 shows a plot of our experimentally obtained
[OCS]∞-1 as a function of [HCNO], which is predicted by eq
11 to be linear. By substituting the slope and intercept of this
plot into eq 14, we determinek1 ) (5.32( 0.40)× 10-12 cm3

molecule-1 s-1 at 298 K. Following the same procedure, we
measuredk1 value at different CS2 pressures, as shown in Table

2. The consistency in thek1 determinations suggest that our
kinetic model is valid, and no important secondary chemistry
has been omitted.

Similar experiments were performed at elevated temperatures.
Figure 3 shows an Arrhenius plot of the resulting kinetic data
for the O+ HCNO reaction. Measurements were limited to a
rather narrow temperature range of 298-375 K, because HCNO
decomposition in the reaction cell becomes unacceptably rapid
at higher temperatures.11 Nevertheless, the temperature range
is sufficient to obtain reasonably precise Arrhenius parameters.
We obtain the following rate constants (error bars represent one
standard deviation):

3.2. Product Yields.Infrared diode laser absorption was used
to attempt detection of products upon 355 nm photolysis of NO2

(0.05 Torr)/HCNO (0.45 Torr)/buffer gas (1.5 Torr) mixtures.
(Noted as R1 mixtures in the following section.) All detection
experiments were conducted at 298 K. Previous experiments
on HCNO kinetics in our laboratory11-13 used 248 nm pho-
tolysis, which resulted in substantial background signals due to
248 nm absorption and resulting photolysis of HCNO. The
absorption coefficient of HCNO at 355 nm is much smaller,
however, resulting in only traces of products observed in the
absence of the NO2 precursor.

Figure 4 shows typical transient infrared absorption signals
of products. As shown, a large CO signal and a significant CO2

signal were detected upon 355 nm photolysis of R1 mixtures.
Detection of HNO products was attempted, but no signal was
observed. Nitric oxide (NO) is expected to be produced in
channel 1f, but we did not attempt to detect this species, due to
the large interferences of NO products from both reactions 2
and 4.

Figure 2. 2. [OCS]-1 as a function of [HCNO]. Reaction conditions:
P(NO2) ) 0.05 Torr,P(CS2) ) 0.20 Torr,P(SF6) ) 3.0 Torr,P(HCNO)
) variable. Nd:YAG laser energy) 3.5 mJ,T ) 298 K.

[OCS]t )
k3b[O]0[CS2]

k1[HCNO] + k3[CS2] + k4[NO2]

{1 - exp[(-k1[HCNO] - k3[CS2] - k4[NO2])t]} (9)

[OCS]∞ )
k3b[O]0[CS2]

k1[HCNO] + k3[CS2] + k4[NO2]
(10)

1
[OCS]∞

)
k1[HCNO] + k3[CS2] + k4[NO2]

k3b[O]0[CS2]
(11)

slope)
k1

k3b[O]0[CS2]
(12)

intercept)
k3[CS2] + k4[NO2]

k3b[O]0[CS2]
(13)

k1 ) ( slope
intercept) × (k3[CS2] + k4[NO2]) (14)

TABLE 2: Rate Constants of the O + HCNO Reaction at
298 K

[CS2]
(Torr)a

slope
(molecule-2 cm6)

intercept
(cm3 molecule-1)

k1

(cm3 molecule-1 s -1)

0.05 4.23× 10-28 1.71× 10-12 (5.50( 0.56)× 10-12

0.10 1.80× 10-28 1.05× 10-12 (4.84( 0.32)× 10-12

0.20 1.04× 10-28 7.83× 10-13 (5.32( 0.37)× 10-12

a Other reaction conditions:P(NO2) ) 0.05 Torr,P(SF6) ) 3.0 Torr,
andP(HCNO) ) variable, YAG laser power) 3.5 mJ.

Figure 3. 3. Arrhenius plot for the O+ HCNO reaction over the
temperature range 298-375 K.

k1(T) ) (9.84( 3.52)× 10-12 ×
exp[(-195( 120)/T] (cm3 molecule-1 s-1)
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To investigate the importance of channels 1b, 1c, and 1e, we
attempted to detect N2O and HNO upon photolysis of NO2 (0.05
Torr)/HCNO (0.45 Torr)/NO (0.5 Torr)/SF6 (1.5 Torr) mixtures
(noted as R2 mixtures in the following section). By including
an excess of NO in these reaction mixtures, we ensure that many
of the radicals potentially formed in reaction 1 react with NO.
Such reactions are generally quite well characterized in the
literature.17,27 For example, as CO2 was detected, one might
expect NH radicals to be also formed via reaction 1e. If an
excess of NO is included in the reaction mixture, the following
reaction is expected:

(Product branching ratio at 298 K:æ15a) 0.77.27) Furthermore,
N2O may also be created by a secondary reaction of NCO
radicals created in channel 1b:

(Product branching ratios at 296 K:æ16a) 0.44;æ16b ) 0.56.17)
Similarly, if channel 1c is significant, HNO should be detected
from the secondary reaction of HCO with NO:

In these experiments, no signals attributable to N2O or HNO
were detected upon 355 nm photolysis of R2 mixtures, sug-
gesting that reaction channels 1b, 1c, and 1e are at most minor
contributions to the title reaction.

HCN from channel 1a is not detectable in our diode laser
spectroscopy because of the lack of available laser diodes in
the HCN spectral region. As a result, we cannot probe the
importance of channel 1a by transient infrared spectroscopy.
We have, however, obtained static FT-IR spectra of R1 mixtures
before and after extensive photolysis (∼1000 355-nm Nd:YAG
laser pulses). The stable products observed in the transient
experiments are observable in the FT-IR, but no HCN was
detected.

Transient signal amplitudes (peak-peak) were converted into
absolute concentration using HITRAN line-strengths, except for
HNO molecules, for which we used absorption coefficients
previously measured in our laboratory.11 For those product
molecules that we failed to detect, we give an upper limit on
basis of the noise level. Table 3 shows a typical dataset of
product molecule yields. The right-hand column of Table 3
shows the resulting relative product yield.

Clearly, CO molecules are the dominant product. Several
sources of CO are possible in this system. Obviously, channels
1d and 1f can be a direct resource of CO molecules. Channel
1c can lead to CO molecules by the secondary reaction of HCO
with NO2 or HCO decomposition to H+ CO:

(Product branching ratio at 296 K:æ18a ) 0.63.28) Channel 1b
can finally lead to CO molecules via the secondary reactions
of both NCO and OH with HCNO:

(Product branching ratio at 296 K:æ20 ) 0.92, æ21a ) 0.61,
æ21b ) 0.35.11,13) The HCO product in (21b) can continue to
produce CO molecules via reactions 18 and 19. The lack of
HNO or N2O detection upon photolysis of R2 mixtures,
however, results in upper limits for the contributions of channels
1b, 1c, and 1d. On the basis of our upper limits, we estimate
that these channels can contribute at most to∼20% of our
observed CO yield. (The contribution is probably less than this,
but we are being conservative because of uncertainties such as
the fact that not every NH, NCO, or HCO radical may react
with NO in our R2 mixtures; some may react with other reagents
in the gas mixture. Uncertainties regarding reactions such as

Figure 4. 4. Transient infrared absorption signals of (a) CO and
(b) CO2. Reaction conditions:P(NO2) ) 0.05 Torr, P(HCNO) )
0.5 Torr, P(CF4) ) 1.5 Torr (for CO transient only),P(SF6) ) 1.5
Torr (CO2 transient only), Nd:YAG laser energy) 3.0 mJ, T )
298 K.

NH + NO f N2O + H (15a)

f N2 + OH (15b)

NCO + NO f N2O + CO (16a)

f N2 + CO2 (16b)

HCO + NO f HNO + CO (17)

TABLE 3: Product Yields of the Reaction O + HCNOa

product
yield

(1012 molecule cm-3) relative yieldb

CO 11.8( 1.0 1
CO2 1.33( 0.2 0.11
HNO e0.98 e0.08
HNOc e1.4 e0.12
N2Oc e0.07 e0.006

a Reaction condition:P(NO2) ) 0.05 Torr,P(HCNO) ) 0.45 Torr,
P(SF6) ) 1.5 Torr, YAG laser power) 3.0 mJ.b Obtained by
normalizing to [CO]) 1.00. c Detected in the presence of 0.5 Torr
NO (i.e., R2 mixture).

HCO + NO2 f CO + NO + OH (18a)

f NO + H + CO2 (18b)

HCO f CO + H (19)

NCO + HCNO f CO + NO + HCN (20)

OH + HCNO f CO + H2NO (21a)

f HCO + HNO (21b)
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NH + HCNO, HCO + HCNO, etc. make detailed modeling
difficult.) We estimate that the rest (∼80%) of the observed
CO molecules originate from channel 1f and resulting secondary
chemistry of H atoms:

followed by reaction 21. The effect of reaction 22 followed by
reaction 21 is that each H atom produced in channel 1f would
result in another CO molecule, therefore roughly doubling the
CO yield.

We, therefore, as a crude estimate, obtain a branching ratio
for channel 1f as follows. First, we suggest that it is likely that
most of the observed CO2 yield is not from channel 1e, which
would also produce NH and therefore N2O in R2 mixtures, but
is from secondary chemistry such as reaction 18b, where the
HCO originated either from channel 1c or reaction 21b. We
use the upper limit on N2O formation to conclude that (1b) and
(1e) are insignificant channels. We then estimate the total
relative CO yield as

where 1.00 is our total relative CO yield, [CO]other is the relative
CO yield from channels 1b, 1c, and 1d and associated secondary
chemistry, and [CO]1f is the relative CO yield from channel 1f.
The factor of 2 represents the approximate doubling of the CO
produced in (1f) by reactions 22 and 21. Using an upper limit
of [CO]other ) 0.20, we obtain a lower limit of [CO]1f g 0.40.
Using upper limits of [HNO] + [HCO] e 0.12, we then
normalize the sum of [CO]1f, [HNO], [HCO], [NCO], and [NH]
to unity to obtain approximate branching ratios shown in Table
4. In summary, we suggest that channel 1f contributes at least
∼74% to the title reaction. Our very low upper limit on N2O
formation rules out channels 1b and 1e as significant contribu-
tors, but our rather high upper limit on HNO formation implies
that channels 1c and/or 1d may have minor, but significant,
contributions.

4. Discussion

In their theoretical study of HCNO kinetics, Miller et al.
suggested a fast rate constant of 1.16× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1

s-1 without temperature dependence for the title reaction.1,29

Our results represent the first experimental study of the reaction,
showing this is actually a rather slow reaction at room
temperature. In contrast to other reactions of radicals with
HCNO,11-13 which display significant negative activation ener-
gies, the O+ HCNO reaction displays virtually no temperature
dependence over the measured range, with a very small positive
activation energy of∼0.4 kcal/mol.

Possible complications from secondary chemistry may include
reactions of CS and SO molecules produced in reaction 3:

No kinetic studies of these reactions have been reported, but
we note that in general CS is a quite unreactive species. For
example, reactions of CS with NO2, O2, and O3 are all very
slow.30 We believe reaction 23 must be also very slow, partly
because it would tend to result in an increased OCS yield at
higher HCNO concentrations, which is contrary to our experi-
mental data. SO radicals are probably consumed by NO2:

with a rate constant ofk26 ) 1.4× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1,25

and therefore do not affect our results.
Another possible issue in these experiments is the possibility

that the results are affected by concentration gradients down
the length of the reaction cell. Using a literature value31 for the
355 nm absorption cross section of NO2, σ355 ) 5 × 10-19 cm2,
P(NO2) ) 0.05 Torr, andl ) 143 cm, we estimate that∼11%
of the photolysis light is absorbed over the cell path length,
resulting in a modest [O]0 gradient. We note, however, that the
data analysis does not require precise knowledge of [O]0, as it
affects both the slope and intercept (eqs 12 and 13) equally,
and it is the ratio of slope to intercept that is used in eq 14 to
determine the rate constant. An [NO2] concentration gradient
would present a more serious problem, because [NO2] appears
in eq 14, but at our photolysis pulse energies, we estimate that
only ∼1% of the NO2 is dissociated per pulse.

5. Conclusion

The kinetics of the O+ HCNO reaction was studied using
diode laser infrared absorption spectroscopy. The rate constant
of the reaction can be expressed byk1(T) ) (9.84 ( 3.52) ×
10-12 exp[(-195 ( 120)/T] (cm3 molecule-1 s-1) over the
temperature range 298-375 K. Products detected include CO
and a minor amount of CO2, suggesting that CO producing
channels, probably CO+ NO + H, dominate the reaction.
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